Confirmed, Again, Britain at the Bottom of the Dog Pile

By Anna Von Reitz

Many months ago in a far off place.... the plan was hatched to pollute the common blood and DNA of humanity and to, in effect, steal the ownership of the living population from God, the Creator.

Who could be so arrogant, so-full-of-themselves as to imagine that on their best day, they could do this and get away with it?

The Brits, of course.

I have brought this leitmotif to your attention many times before, and the boring regularity of the culprit at the bottom of so much that is rotten in the world is, again -- Britain, and Britain again, yes, Britain still at it, Britain yet again, Britain, Britain, Britain....

Once in a while the French join the Brits at the bottom of the wormy mass of misery; with increasing frequency, the Israeli Mossad, and about once in every 200 "piles" we examine, the Belgians are there with the Brits shoulder to shoulder ---- but only on the very big dog piles. The Super Hot Messes.

Then, and only then, you find the Belgians and Brits allied. Indeed, united. They might as well call themselves the United States of BelBritBalbek and make an end to it.

Otherwise, it's the Brits alone. One tiny little country, but it is the raving navel of everything evil in the world.

No wonder William of Normandy went to such extraordinary lengths to make sure that no legitimate British Monarch could ever exist again, even disinheriting his own sons to make sure of it.
One celebrated Irishman claimed with all sincerity that Satan is a Brit.

When the TV series "Lucifer" debuted, and Satan appeared as a supercilious, arrogant, flannel-mouthed Brit, all anyone could say was, "Told you so!"

And here we are, again, and I am far from the only one saying it.

https://stopworldcontrol.com/vaccines-alter-dna/

They are secretly inserting their little piece of patented DNA and then thinking that they can claim the whole apparatus of nature based on their worthless "contribution" and saying that the individual being that is the victim of their lies and non-disclosure, belongs, literally, to them.

Imagine stealing Creation from God? And thinking that they can get away with it, too.

Only Satan and those allied to him could be that egotistical, shameless, and deluded.

Wash them with your thoughts tonight and then hang them up to dry, so many egos wrung out like little white hankies fluttering in the breeze.
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